
 

Mirza Baig-Interview 

What have you learned about yourself in 2020 that helped you get through dental hygiene 
school? 

Getting through dental hygiene school was like walking in a park, but the park was Jurassic Park. 
(We both laugh). Well, although my journey was very unique, being the only guy, not only in the 
class, but the entire department, it became more of a challenge having a Kung Fu fight with Covid-
19. Going through all the challenges allowed me to have more opportunity to gain more self 
awareness and to push to be the best version of myself. I struggled so much, but the beauty of 
struggling is that it gives opportunity to sharpen yourself and to increase self reflection. You never 
know unless you face that challenge  what your ultimate approach on things will be or just how 
far you can go. In general, I want to say going through dental hygiene school, I learned there is 
no end to excellence. There’s always room for improvement and an example was when I realized 
that what we do is not just dental cleanings; it’s about overall patient care. Specific to 2020, I 
learned to prepare myself for the worse case scenario. 

Do you have plans to pursue an advanced degree in the future? 
Yes. I am currently pursuing a masters in public health. Further in the future, I plan to seek a PhD 
in Oral Epidemiology.  In today’s world, in professional life we have competition of knowledge, 
but in the future we will have competition of creativity and innovation. So the paradigm is shifting 
and we, being dental hygienists, have to get ready for the shift. (Mirza holds a bachelors degree 
in Biology and another in Physiology that he received abroad. Mirza moved from the District of 
Columbia on the day of orientation here in St. Louis for dental hygiene school; he grew up in 
London, England.) 
 
What are your hobbies if we were not in a pandemic? 
 I love traveling. I’ve traveled to 57 countries around the world. I’ve traveled to 30 states in  
 the USA. I love body building and have been exercising for the last 20 years, and I love music. 
 Music goes side by side with traveling and exercising (we laugh). 
 
 
 



What are you most proud of? 
I’m proud of being productive in a society that I am able to payback its community by providing 
my services. I’m proud of being an obedient son, responsible citizen, a good dental professional, 
and when my patients gives me a smile. 
 
Are you an ADHA member?  Yes, of course! 
 
What was your favorite dental hygiene course? Favorite instructor? 
Oral Pathology and Kim Polk; she’s awesome. I like Oral Pathology because early diagnosis can 
be a life saving thing. 
 
What encouragement would you given new dental hygiene students? 
Get insight for any profession you want to choose, and I’d say the best way to get insight is 
shadowing. When you shadow someone you get an idea of what you’re going to be doing and 
you get the chance to see yourself in someone’s place. Follow your passion and don’t follow who 
makes more money. If you don’t have the passion for something, everything is useless; you will 
never be able to accomplish much in your career if you don’t have passion. The last thing I want 
to say is, never give up on your dreams. Remember, dreams are not those which you see during 
sleep- dreams are those which never let you sleep. Dreams are those which give you inspiration 
during your worst time. 
 
 
 


